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ABSTRACT:   

 
Data mining provide new way to discovery of new information in terms of patterns or rules 
from consumer claim dataset. Consumer claim finding frequent relationship between 
attributes. It is primarily focused on finding frequent co-occurring associations among a 
collection of items.  In this paper we measure performance by association rule mining 
algorithms. Algorithm is measured in terms of processor time by varying the number of 
instances by using different confidence values. 
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[1] INTRODUCTION  

 It is never a good idea to let someone else use your credit card but if you did and that 

someone is not paying, you are still responsible for the charges,  assuming you gave that 

friend or relative permission to use your card. If a person used that card without your 

permission. You could take that person to small claims court to get back what you are 

required to pay on his or her behalf. If you do not want to do this for some reason, you all 

have learned the hard way not to trust someone else with your credit card [1]. 

Apriori Associative Rule- 
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A. and Srikant  Apriori is proposed an association rule algorithm. Apriori association 

rule is used to mine the frequent patterns in database. Support and confidence are the normal 

method used to measure the quality of association rule. For example: Apriori association rule 

mine the frequent patterns in bug and nonbug database of software defect and prepare support 

and confidence of attribute transactions for measure quality of association rule [2]. 

Filtered Associator- 

Weka represents filtered associator for filtering training data. This algorithm is a period 

for successively an random associator on data that has been approved complete an random 

filter. The construction of the filter is founded completely on the preparation data and 

examination occurrences will be managed by the filter without varying their construction. 

Here in this algorithm we can consider the apriori, predictive apriori and filtered associator 

algorithm to acquire the outcome [3]. 

 

[2] RELATED WORKS: 

D  C  Yadav and R Kumar discussed that  association algorithms provide very accurate 

result in the frequent and relationship between data object and find the percentage of 

confidence, support, of data object by the help of apriori, predictive apriori and filtered 

associate algorithms. Therefore these algorithms can be used in other domains to bring out 

interestingness among data present in the origin [4]. 

 

R  S, S M,  N E,  S P and    V Kirand   discussed that  the huge volume of warranty data 

for segregating the fraudulent warranty claims using pattern recognition and clustering 

.Survey of automotive industry shows up to 10% of warranty costs are related to warranty 

claims fraud, costing manufacturers several billions of dollars. The existing methods to detect 

warranty fraud are very complex and expensive as they are dealing with inaccurate and vague 

data, causing manufacturers to bear the excessive costs [5]. 

 

D C Yadav analyzed that the  informedness of a prediction method as captured by a 

contingency matrix is defined as the probability that the prediction method will make a 

correct decision as opposed to guessing and is calculated using the bookmaker algorithm. 

Their correlation is the  generated by LAD Tree, ID3, and J48 data mining algorithms and 

find  ID3 is the best data mining classifier algorithms to be applied over selected datasets [6].  

 

T, R and Liu discussed that a framework was presented on the base of security systems 

and Case based reasoning  for fraud detection. First, a set of normal and fraud cases are made 

from labeled data. Then, the primary detectors are made with random or genetic algorithms. 

Then, negative selection and clonal selection operations are applied on primary detectors in 

order to obtain a set of detectors with different algorithms that can detect a variety of frauds 

[7]. 

A John analyzed that  hybrid feature selection and anomaly detection algorithm in order 

to detect fraud in credit cards. The authors have noted that fraud detection on the internet 

must be done online and immediately. Since the use of credit card by card holders follows a 

fixed pattern, this fixed pattern can be extracted from a usual legal activity of card holders in 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1877050916310651#!
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1877050916310651#!
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1877050916310651#!
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1877050916310651#!
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1877050916310651#!
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1 or 2 years .thus, this pattern is compared to the use of process of card holder and in case of 

non-similarity in the pattern, the activity is considered illegal. It should be noted that the 

neural networks were used to teach the patterns detection in the model in this study [8]. 

 

H, K analyzed that Credit cards fraudulence arises at very high level scale so we cannot 

easily detect and predict the related attributes but by the help of data mining classifier tool to 

prevent the activity of fraudsters in the misuse of credit cards uses the algorithms of neural 

networks. This system predicts the probability of fraud on an account by comparing the 

current transactions and the previous activities of each holder [9]. 

 

D C Yadav and R Kumar discussed that three major clustering algorithms: K-Means, 

Hierarchical clustering and Density based clustering algorithm and compare the performance 

of these three major clustering algorithms. Author compared using a clustering tool and find 

result: K-Means algorithm is better than Hierarchical Clustering and Make density based 

algorithm because all the algorithms have some ambiguity in some (noisy) data when 

clustered [10]. 

 

D C Yadav  analyzed that in statical analysis of binary classification, the F1 score is a 

measure of a test's accuracy. It considers both the precision and the recall of the test to 

compute the score. In this analysis author computed the best score for F1 by the help of  data 

mining classifier algorithms and choose the ID3 Tree is the best data mining classifier 

algorithms to be applied over selected datasets. Because ID3 Tree has highest F1 score and  

take less time to build a mode [11]. 

 

D C Yadav  analyzed that  all analysis on the basis of dependable variables for overall 

performance and Predicts categorical class level classifiers based on training set and the 

values in the class level attribute use the model in classifying new data.  Author analyzed 

between AD Tree, LAD Tree, J48 and Naïve Bayes for correctly classify and incorrectly 

classify with kappa static model and  choose the LAD Tree is the best data mining classifier 

algorithms to be applied over selected datasets. Because LAD Tree has highest correctly 

value 83.333% and minimum number of unclassified instances is 0.00.  Also Lad tree have 

highest value 0.3576 of metric for accuracy [12].  

 

M,S,B and Saira discussed  that many fraud detection systems that have been presented 

so far, have used data mining and neural network approaches. While no fraud detection 

system with the combination of anomaly detection, misuse detection and decision making 

system have been used so far for fraud detection in credit cards. Then, a system was proposed 

that used Hidden Markov Model to detect the fraudulent transactions [13]. 

 

D C  Yadav  analyzed that the Matthews correlation coefficient is used in machine 

learning as a measure of the quality of binary (two-class) classifiers. It takes into account true 

and false positives and negatives and is generally regarded as a balanced measure which can 

be used even if the classes are of very different sizes. Author computed  the  MCC is in 

essence a correlation coefficient between the observed and predicted binary classifications by 
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the help of  data mining classifier algorithms and  ID3 Tree is the best data mining classifier 

algorithms to be applied over selected datasets. Because ID3 Tree has highest  MCC value 

and minimum number of time in second 0.00  to build a model [14]. 

 

D C  Yadav  analyzed that the  FDR-controlling procedures provide less stringent 

control of Type I errors compared to class wise errors . In this analysis we choose the ID3 

Tree is the best data mining classifier algorithms to be applied over selected datasets. Because 

ID3 Tree has  minimum time to build a model [15].  

 

D C Yadav and  S Pal discussed that   classifier algorithms provide very accurate result 

in software error detection by J48, ID3 and Naïve Bayes data mining algorithms correctly 

classified instances will be partition in to numeric and percentage value, kappa statics, mean 

absolute error and root mean square error will be at numeric value only ID3 andJ48 time 

taken to build model: 0.2 seconds and test mode :10 fold cross validation. Here Weka 

compare all required parameters on given instances with the classifiers respective accuracy 

and prediction rate based on highest accuracy of J48 is 100% without error also Naïve Bayes 

100% correctly classified but with some error and ID3 95% correctly classified, so it is clear 

that J48 is the best in three respective algorithms so it is more accurate [16]. 

 

R  Sukanya  and  K  Prabha  discussed that back propagation Neural Network, Support 

Vector Machine is used for rainfall prediction. ANN improves the efficiency of Rainfall 

prediction by analyzing the historical and current facts to make accurate predictions about 

future [17].  

 

A P, M  K and A N  discuss that data mining as one of the most efficient tools of data 

analysis has attracted the attention of many people. The use of different techniques and 

algorithms of this tool in various fields like customer relationship management, fraud 

management and detection, medical sciences, sport and etc.  Due to the large number of data 

in banks, data mining has had lots of functions in financial and monetary affairs so far. Credit 

risk management, fraud detection, money laundering , customer relationship management and 

banking services quality management are some examples of data mining function in banks 

[18]. 

 

This paper presents an investigation report performed on association rule mining 

algorithms by mining supermarket dataset using machine learning tool Weka. The 

performance of association rule mining algorithms is measured in terms of processor time by 

varying the number of instances by using different confidence values. In this paper we 

analyzed  consumer claim data set Percentage split test and evaluates the average 

performance of a model. 

 

[3] METHODOLOGY: 

Our research approach is to use Apriori and Filtered Associator on consumer claim data 

set. The research methodology is divided into 5 steps to achieve the desired results: 
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Step 1: In this step, prepare the data and specify the source of data. 

Step 2:In this step select the specific data and transform it into different format by 

weka. 

Step 3:In this step, implement data mining algorithms and checking of all the relevant 

dispute is perform. 

Step 4: The decision is taken on the presence of dispute  in source code. If dispute  is 

present then proceed further, otherwise it will stop. We classify the relevant dispute using 

Apriori and Filtered Associator. 

Step 5: At the end, the results are display and evaluated. 

Now we have study about consumer complaints of bank different type’s loans and 

relate dispute.  

1. Data Preparation: 

It is never a good idea to let someone else use your credit card but if you did and that 

someone is not paying, you are still responsible for the charges,  assuming you gave that 

friend or relative permission to use your card. If a person used that card without your 

permission. The Consumer Complaint Database shows the consumer’s original product, sub- 

 

product, issue, and sub-issue selections consistent with the options available on the 

form at the time the consumer submitted the complaint.  

 

Table.1. Representation of Computational Variables of Consumer Claims 

 

Property Description 

Source https://catalog.data.gov/dataset. Customer Financial Protection Bureau 

, a U.S. Government Agency. 

 

Complaint Type Consumer Complaint Database Attributes for Financial Problem( Bank, 

Lender &Company etc.) 

Sample Size 1000Total: 197 Consumer dispute and 803 non dispute 

                            Dependable                   Variables 

Dispute(YES) Consumer Complaint dispute 

Dispute(NO) Consumer Complaint  not dispute 

Field name Description 

Date received The date the CFPB received the complaint.  

Tags  Data that supports easier searching and sorting of complaints submitted 

by or on behalf of consumers.  

Date sent to 

company  

The date the CFPB sent the complaint to the company. 

Company 

response to 

consumer  

This is how the company responded. For example, “Closed with 

explanation.” 

Timely response?  Whether the company gave a timely response. For example, “Yes” or 

“No.” 

https://catalog.data.gov/dataset
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2. Data Selection and transform: 

The database generally updates daily, and contains certain information for each complaint, 

including the source of the complaint, the date of submission, and the company the complaint 

was sent to for response. The database also includes information about the actions taken by 

the company in response to the complaint, such as, whether the company’s response was 

timely and how the company responded. Company level information should be considered in 

context of company size. Data from those complaints helps us understand the financial 

marketplace and protect consumers. 

3. Implementation: 

Here we consider two Association rule algorithms i.e. Apriori Association rule, Filtered 

association rule . We compare the result of these association algorithms with the help data 

mining tool. Apriori algorithm is explained in various sections. Apriori Association rule 

support and confidence is combined into a single measure called predictive accuracy. In this 

predictive accuracy is used to generate the Apriori Association rule. 

 

[4] RESULT AND DISCUSSION: 

              

 Table.2. Performance of Apriori and Filtered Associator at Different Instances 

Algorithms Minimum 

Support 

Minimum 

Metric 

NO. of 

Cycles 

Performed 

Best 

Rules 

Found 

NO. of 

Instances 

Apriori 0.4 0.9 12 10 199 

Filtered 

Associator 

0.4 0.9 12 10 199 

Apriori 0.2 0.9 16 10 500 

Filtered 

Associator 

0.65 0.9 7 10 500 

Apriori 0.2 0.9 16 10 1000 

Filtered 

Associator 

0.65 0.9 7 10 1000 

 

The working of apriori algorithm using data mining tool in which Table 2. Shows how to 

import database in this tool.  Table.1.  Shows the preprocessing of database and   We 

generated csv file contains numeric attributes and numeric and nominal filter from weka is 

used to convert numeric attributes to nominal. The filtered database is then subjected to 

various association rule algorithms. We find the results from Table.2. using these two 

association rule algorithms. In this we use data set of dispute for consumer claim data set and 

comparison with 8 attributes and 199,500,1000 instances records. Find association rule using 

the variables in the computational technique by weka and represents the result using Apriori 

and filtered associator algorithm. From the Tabl.2. it is clear that: 

Minimum Support value is greater when number of Instances are less but number of 

Instances are maximum then we find that Apriori provide less value and Filtered Associator 

provide greater value. 
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In all cases we find Minimum Metric have always common value or constant during different 

number of selection of Instances. 

No. of cycles  value is greater when number of Instances are less but number of Instances are 

maximum then we find that Apriori provide less value and Filtered Associator provide greater 

value. 

In all cases we observed  that Best Rules Found  have always common value or constant 

during different number of selection of Instances. 

 

 [5] CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have discovered the power of automatically learning association rules 

from largedatasets using Weka. Using Weka tool I have efficiently deduced rules from 

Consumer claim  dataset by applying Apriori and Associative Apriori algorithm . The 

performance analysis is done by varying number of instances and confidence level. The 

efficiency of both algorithms are Association rule algorithms are applied to generate identical 

rules for dispute detection of consumer claim data set. Experimental results show that the 

algorithms i.e. apriori and filtered associator perform well. 

TOP TEN rules generated by the algorithms are identical and important by these rules 

investigator take help to classify the dispute of consumer claims data set. 
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